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Over Hili and Dale with Gorilla Rep
trange sights an sticky sumrner nights are
the norm in New York City's Washington

Square Park. The usual assortrnent of
skulking dealers, mumbling park-dwellers,
hustlers. street poets and skate punks
crowd the paths. There's
a husband and wife in a
fencing match, literally,

ner. The democratic idea behind the rough
stagecraft is to provide an accessible. active
experience for people with any Ievel of

theatre literacy.
The force behind the
Gorilla Rep aesthetic is

complete with foils,
white bibs and helmets.

32-year-old director
Christopher Sanderson,

A perfectly coifed collie
glides by on a motorized
skateboard. But perhaps

who celebrated his grdd·
uation from NYU's

the strangest sight is a
shambling mountain of
a man, lang white hair
and beard cas~.:ading
over sparkling sequined

rohes. standing in the
middle of a children's
playground with his fists

The first day of the paratheaoic is spent

Wing in 1990 by imrne·
diately launehing his first

in site-specific exercises and improvisations that reinvoke the spirit of exploration
and creative freedom of early rehearsal~ the
seCond consists of.the --paratheatrical run."
The actors begin by "blazing" the territory-in character and as a group. they scour
the entire retreat area. looking for sites
which evoke emotions relevant to their
roles. At the end of the walk-through, they
select the most resonant locarions for each
scenetobe played. Then the entire play is

enced by the theories of
Richard Schechner and
the work of environmen·
tal sculptor Cristo.
Sandersan aims to use
theatre to transform the

raised to tbe sky and Gorilla Rep artistlc director
Shakespeare's words Cbrfstopber Sandenon.
booming from his hps:
downtrodden turf of
"eh Iet me not be mad, not mad, sweet Washington Square into a "rad-

heaven!"
King Lear is alive and weil, and camped
out in Washington Square with the rest of
the horneless. And he has Gorilla Rep, an
adventurous New York theatre company
with a seven-year history of free Park performances, tO thank for it. This summer
the group presented King Lear alongside its
perennial A MÜL\·ummer Night 's Dream,
for the first rime affering audiences-a mix
of curious pedestrians who happen by as
weil as deliberate theatregoers who arrive
at curtain time---:---a double dose of its distinctive performance style.
The three key words in the Gorilla Jexicon are "environmental." "interactive" and
"democratic." The company adopts the
unmodified environment of the Parkas its
sprawling stage, sweeping the audience
from location to location as the actors play
their scenes in, on and araund various structures and open spaces. Technical elements
are minimal, with only rudirnenrary lighting and no sound amplification. The spectators soon discover that they can choose a
new vamage poim with every shift of scene.
and position themselves close to the action
on all sides of the playing space. The actors
incorporate thc roving <.Towd into thc worid
of the play. plowing through thc audiencc:
addressing their soliloquies to startled spectators, and here or there complering a bit of
slapsuck business with an unwitting partDt::cE~1!lt::l1

1996

work. ·

Experimental Theatre

environmental Midsurnmer in the Park. Influ·
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the emire cast is transporred to a ruraJ site .
where they bond by Jiving together. put
the final touches on rhe production and
practice the an of making theatre in a nonrradinonal space. (Sanderson uses the word
··paratheatre" ro mean --outside the theatre."
a completely different connotation than the
··paratheatre" of jerzv Grotowski, on whose
exercise Sandersen p~ally bases his
which des<.Tibes a performance evem that
breaksdown the distinction between actor
and spectator.)

ically activated public space."
When perionners and audience
actively inhabit a space together, the director believes that a
"behavioral sculpture'' arises,
and changes the gathering of
strangers into a ritual commun!ty-the litter-strewn, everyday public space is reclaimed as
sacred comrnunal ground.
Bringing people tagether is a
central tenet of the work.
"Democrarization," says Sander-

son. "means bringing high-quality work to people who don't
usually see theatre, and for people who see a Iot of theatre. helping thern realize that seeing it
with people who usually don 't

increases the quality of the experience."
Performing a constantly
moving Shakespeare in the open
air requires an acting style that
is intense!y physical and technically precise, yet flexible so
the cast can interact crearively
with thc audience and adapt to ..
the many distl-<tctions of thc
I'ark. Thc signature dcment of E
Sanderson's process 1s a threeday retreat. or "parathearric Copernleus and Christina Cabot in King Lear: allve and
rehears.:tl'"-jusr before openmg_ weil and camped out wlth the rest of the homeleu.
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